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The New Science 
of Job Hunting Course

World’s most advanced help for people  
seeking new jobs from $60K thru $500K+.  

n    Helps get more interviews & greater income. 
n Online & personalized to each individual.
n Gives a major competitive edge. 
n Highly affordable and easy-to-use.
n Instantly available worldwide.



This course is important to any college 
educated professional or executive.

Today, few people understand the best new ways to do a job 
search. Many have discovered that sending traditional resumes to 
recruiters, friends and answering ads... won’t work anymore.

And many don’t know how to create the new style resumes 
that excite others. Also concerning is that many find that new 
processes and video interviews change the selection process.

Fortunately, in our new world of record competition, some 
things happened to make everything they need available.

First, some top experts have created entirely new approaches 
that cover all aspects of the evolving new science of job hunting—
an easier and far more effective way of looking for a new job.

Second, this powerful course is instantly available to anyone 
worldwide... since it can be accessed on a tablet or computer.

Third, while this covers over 115 key subjects, users can just 
focus on exactly what applies to them. They can either read short 
colorful reports... or just listen to condensed audios... or both. 

Fourth, this course is fast! It can be completed in several days 
to a week. With little effort people get a major competitive advan-
tage, reduce stress, and get into action quicker than ever! 

Fifth, this course enables this advanced wisdom to be avail-
able to any individual or organization worldwide. Universities, 
business schools, law schools, and firms that are re-structuring 
can provide large numbers of job hunters with a powerful help.

 

The New Science of Job Hunting Course 
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The New Science of Job Hunting Course 

 

Dozens of new ideas make this special.
Our New Science of Job Hunting is the only  
online course in the world that addresses every major job 
hunting subject. Dozens of exciting new concepts  
for better results are also introduced. Here are a few.

n   New style resumes that impress others.
n   20 ways to find private openings.
n   The new role of power letters for getting calls.
n   An easier system for winning in interviews.
n   The best creative packages for executives.
n   Better ways for handling age concerns.  
n   The 25 best ways for getting interviews.
n   How to get reemployed fast ...and dozens more. 
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How it can speed success.
n   Gives people get a competitive advantage and stress is reduced.
n   Job hunting can become easier. 
n   People copy from dozens of the world’s best new style resumes. 
n   People copy from powerful letters—for all common situations.
n   People have a game plan and know exactly what to do.
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This course has 6 phases.

Phase 1. New ways for raising your marketability.

Phase 2. Uncovering your best career & industry options.

Phase 3. Handling any liabilities that might restrict you.

Phase 4. Getting maximum interviews with greater ease.

Phase 5. Exciting new style resumes & power letters that work.

Phase 6. Lifting interviewing skills and being in the top 5%.

n Many people complete the course in several days to a week.

n But... you can go at any pace that suits you. Access  
to all of our materials is for 3 months.
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This course has taken years to refine. Some concepts were 
explored in the author’s best selling books including $100,000 
and Above, 15 Rules for Job Hunting Success, The Profes-
sional Job Changing System and others.

Sales led to our first courses—which were given to over 
100,000 people.  After that, thousands of job campaigns were 
sponsored by Kellogg’s, Warner Lambert, CitiGroup, Novartis, 
the CIA, Exxon and hundreds of others. The knowledge gained 
enabled us to create a revolutionary and easy-to-use course.

Here’s how the course works.
First, people receive a 50 page easy-to-read White Paper “The 
New Science of Job Hunting.” This orientation explains our 
system and is free on our website. Then, they can custom tailor 
our course to fit their needs. 

Over 100 Briefing Reports support our subjects. They are in 
color, illustrated and average 7-10 pages. Everyone can access 
our core subjects along with related short audios that give 
you condensed highlights.

 Most reports are electives for people in special situations, 
but look them over and see if any can help you.

The New Science of Job Hunting Course  

With the Corona Pandemic, the job market is the most com-
petitive in 100 years. This remarkable online course can give  
each person a rare competitive advantage.

How this course was created. 
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Review some of our reports on the following 
pages... and see what might benefit you.
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#94

First 90 Days In   
Your New Job

careerpace 

#94

First 90 Days In   
Your New Job

careerpace 

PHASE 2. 

Finding your 
best career  
& industry  
options. 

#15

10 Career Changes 
Executives Make

careerpace 

# 04

Selling Your Skills  
Through Stories

careerpace 

#10

Job Market  
Facts vs. Fiction 

careerpace 

#16

Career Direction  
For Starting Out

careerpace 

#09

The 10 Mistakes  
Millions Make

careerpace 

#12

Paths to $100K, 
$200K & $500K 

careerpace 

# 01

Uncovering Your  
Marketable Assets

careerpace 

#13

Career Options  
for Educators

careerpace 

#14

Career Options  
For Ex-Military

careerpace 

# 06

Setting The  
Right Goals

careerpace 

#17

New Careers After 
Raising A Family

careerpace #18

Options For Wall  
Street Professionals

careerpace 

# 07

Financing  
Your Search

careerpace 

#20

How To Change 
Industries

careerpace 

# 08

Building Your  
Will to Succeed

careerpace 

careerpace # 11

Looking For An  
International Job 

# 05

Raising Your  
Marketability

careerpace 

PHASE 3.

Handing any  
liabilities 
that may  
restrict you.

#21

How To Handle 
Liabilities

careerpace #22

Handling  
Age Concerns

careerpace 

#94

First 90 Days In   
Your New Job

careerpace 

PHASE 1.

New ways  
for raising  
marketability. 

Here are some of our reports, in color, and averaging 7 to 10 pages. 
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#94

First 90 Days In   
Your New Job

careerpace 

#29

Advice For 
Ex-Entrepreneurs  

careerpace 

#23

What To Do If  
Unemployed

careerpace 
#25

Advice For 
Specialists

careerpace #26

Advice For 
Generalists

careerpace #27

Advice If You  
Lack A Degree

careerpace 

#28

Too Long in a  
Firm or Industry?

careerpace PHASE 4. 

How to get  
maximum  
interviews 
in the least 
amount of 
time.  

The Best Way 
To Answer Ads 

#33 careerpace 

Introduction To 
Getting Interviews

#30 careerpace 

How The Two  
Job Markets Work

careerpace #32 #34

Finding Leads  
to Private Jobs

careerpace 

 

#35

Using Direct  
Mail Marketing

careerpace #36

How To Best 
Use Recruiters

careerpace 

#37

Networking  
Made Easier

careerpace #38

Maximizing  
LinkedIn

careerpace 

#43

Step-by-Step  
Actions To Take

careerpace #42 careerpace 

Game Plan For  
Getting Interviews

#40

How to Get A  
Job Created

careerpace 

The Value of  
Marketing Websites

careerpace #41

#44

Where To Find 
People To Contact 

careerpace #45

Top Recruiters, VCs 
& Equity Firms

careerpace 

#39

Phone Power  
Gets Interviews

careerpace 

Here are some of our reports, in color, and averaging 7 to 10 pages. 
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PHASE 6. 

Lifting  
interviewing 
skills into  
the top 5%.

#47

What’s Wrong With 
95% of Resumes

careerpace 

#53

A Good Resume In  
An Hour Or Less

careerpace #52

An Executive  
Creative Package

careerpace #51

Top Samples  
Of Biographies 

careerpace 

#62

Power Letters 
Bring Calls

careerpace 

#48

 

careerpace 

How to Create  
New Style Resumes

#50

The Power of  
Biographies

careerpace #49

Great Samples of  
Universal Resumes

careerpace 

#94

First 90 Days In   
Your New Job

careerpace 

PHASE 5.

New style  
resumes & 
power letters 
that work.

#77

Interview 
Questions  

careerpace 

Phase 1 

 

# 55 careerpace 

Modern Resumes  
For Executives—II

#62

Power Letters 
Bring Calls

careerpace #62

Power Letters 
Bring Calls

careerpace #62

Power Letters 
Bring Calls

careerpace 

#62

10 Major Letter 
Writing Mistakes  

careerpace #63

Power Letters 
Bring Calls

careerpace #64

Letters For  
Employers

careerpace #65

Networking  
Letters

careerpace #66

Letters For  
Openings

careerpace 

#67

Letters For 
References

careerpace #68

Follow Up  
Letters  

careerpace # 69

Benefit Letters I 
— Their Role 

careerpace 

#77

Interview 
Questions  

careerpace #77

Interview 
Questions  

careerpace #77

Interview 
Questions  

careerpace 
#80

The 10 Major 
Interview Mistakes

careerpace 

careerpace 

Benefit Letters II 
— Samples 

# 70

# 81

Turning Interviews Into Offers—Basics

Turning Interviews  
Into Offers—Basics

careerpace # 82

Handling Interview  
Questions

careerpace #83

Building Great 
Chemistry

careerpace #84

Projecting The 
Right Image

careerpace 

The New Science of Job Hunting Course 
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#84

Negotiating  
That Works 

careerpace 

Other  
concepts 
that might 
help you.

# 92

Be Great At  
Video Interviews

careerpace

#62

Power Letters 
Bring Calls

careerpace 

#62

Power Letters 
Bring Calls

careerpace 

#85

How to Handle  
Objections

careerpace # 86

Selling Your 
Personality

careerpace #87

Reading  
Personalities

careerpace #88

Using References  
To Win Jobs

careerpace #89

Negotiating  
That Works 

careerpace 

#90

Factors You  
Might Negotiate

careerpace 

Winning Body 
Language

   # 91 careerpace careerpace # 93

Checking Out Your  
Next Employer

careerpace 

Selling Leadership 
Qualities

# 94

careerpace 

Getting Comfortable 
With Executives

# 96 careerpace 

Sizing Up People 
...What To Expect 

# 97

Report #  97

100%

100%

80%

70%
60%

careerpace 

Raising Your 
Likability

# 98

careerpace # 99

Surpassing 
Superstars

#100

If A Search
Starts Slowly

careerpace #101

When A Search  
Doesn’t Work

careerpace #102

Job Hunting 
Services 

careerpace #103

Time For Your 
Own Business?

careerpace 

#104

First 90 Days In   
Your New Job

careerpace #105

Early Retirement 
Personal Brief

careerpace #106 careerpace 

Early Retirement 
Financial Brief

#107

How to Handle 
Bad References

careerpace #108

Part Time Jobs
While Searching

careerpace 

careerpace 

Developing Some
Charisma

# 95
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Subjects we cover...  
and how we personalize this course.

Everyone can access all core subjects and related audios with condensed highlights. 
You can see all the subjects we cover on the next three pages.

Electives deal with special situations. But some may be of interest to you.

We’ve made it easy to quickly master all 6 phases of our New Science of Job Hunting.  
You select the subjects in each phase that can benefit you. Then  
read the full report... or listen to the audio.

The New Science of Job Hunting Course 
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1—Your marketability 
01. Uncovering your marketable assets. Core subject 28 pgs online profile  
02. Creating an exciting new view of you. Elective 06 pgs 13.52
03. Top skills in demand. Core subject 08 pgs 06.13
04. Selling your skills through stories.  Elective 06 pgs  06.38
05. Raising your marketability.  Core subject 09 pgs 02.51
06. Setting the right job goals.  Elective 09 pgs 06.28
07. Financing your job search.  Elective 09 pgs 11.17
08. Building your will to succeed.  Elective 06 pgs 05.12
09. The 10 mistakes millions make.  Core subject 12 pgs 07.11
10. Today’s job market: fact vs. fiction.  Core subject 11 pgs 02.55
11. Looking internationally from the U.S. Elective 12 pgs 10.29

2—Your career & industry options 
12. Paths to $100K, $200K & $500K+.   Elective 11 pgs listings 
13. Career options for educators. Elective 09 pgs 07.14
14. Career options for former military.  Elective 12 pgs 13.29
15. 10 career changes executives make. Elective 15 pgs 16.55 
16. Career direction when starting out. Elective 10 pgs 14.21
17. New careers after raising a family. Elective 10 pgs 09.13
18. Options for Wall Street professionals. Elective 09 pgs 09.35
19. U.S. growth industries. Elective 09 pgs listings 
20. How to change industries.  Elective 07 pgs 02.56

3—Handling liabilities
21. Liabilities and how to handle them. Elective 08 pgs 03.20
22. Handling age concerns. Elective 10 pgs 09.54
23. What to do if unemployed. Elective 12 pgs 04.42
24. If you’ve changed jobs too often. Elective 07 pgs 06.25
25. Advice for specialists. Elective 07 pgs 05.57
26. Advice for generalists. Elective 07 pgs 07.05
27. Advice if you lack a degree. Elective 06 pgs 05.43
28. Too long in a firm or industry. Elective 07 pgs 07.57
29. Advice for former entrepreneurs. Elective 09 pgs 08.50

4—Getting Interviews 
30. Introduction to getting interviews. Core subject 10 pgs 03.12  
31. Why some people can’t get interviews. Elective 13 pgs 03.15 
32. How the two job markets work. Core subject 11 pgs 04.30
33. The best ways to answer ads. Core subject 10 pgs 10.08

Report 
length

Audio 
time
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The New Science of Job Hunting Course  

Report 
length

Audio 
time

34. How to find leads to private jobs. Core subject 08 pgs 05.45
35. How to use direct mail marketing. Core subject 15 pgs 16.20
36. How to best use recruiters. Core subject 11 pgs 07.10
37. Networking made easier. Core subject 07 pgs 03.42
38. Making the most of LinkedIn. Core subject 15 pgs 16.00
39. Phone power gets interviews. Core subject 10 pgs 06.03
40. How to get your next job created. Elective 10 pgs 05.23
41. The value of marketing websites. Elective 06 pgs 03.52
42. Game plans to get interviews. Core subject 10 pgs 09.55 
43. Step-by-step actions to take. Core subject 10 pgs listings 
44. Where to find people to contact. Elective 08 pgs directory 
45. Major recruiters & VCs.  Elective 11 pgs directory 
46. A summary of actions to avoid. Elective 11 pgs 02.53
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Note: Select from only one of the next two sections... and match your income goals 

5—New style resumes—@ $100K—$500K+ 
47. What’s wrong with 95% of resumes. Core subject 09 pgs 10.10
48. How to create new style resumes. Core subject 10 pgs 09.32 
49. Outstanding universal resume samples. Core subject 17 pgs samples 
50. The incredible power of biographies. Elective 09 pgs 03.41 
51. Top samples of biographies. Elective 38 pgs samples 
52. The creative package executives are using. Elective 18 pgs samples 
53. A good resume in one hour or less. Elective 10 pgs samples 
54. Modern resumes for executives—I                     Core subject 13 pgs samples 
55. Modern resumes for executives— II Core subject 11 pgs samples

New style resumes—@ $60K—$100K+ 
56. What’s wrong with 95% of resumes. Core subject 09 pgs 10.10
57. Outstanding new style resumes.  Core subject 10 pgs  09.32
58. Universal resume samples. Core subject 13 pgs samples 
59. Modern resumes for prof’s—I Core subject 11 pgs samples 
60. Modern resumes for prof’s—II Core subject 11 pgs samples
61. A good resume in one hour or less. Elective 10 pgs samples
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Note: Select from only one of the next two sections... and match your income goals

Power letters—@  $100K—$500K+ 
62. The 10 major letter writing mistakes. Core subject 10 pgs 03.30
63. Powerful letters produce calls. Core subject 11 pgs 09.25
64. Sample letters to employers. Core subject 13 pgs samples 
65. Sample letters for networking. Core subject 15 pgs samples 
66. Sample letters for openings. Core subject 16 pgs samples 
67. Sample letters for references. Core subject 10 pgs samples 
68. Sample letters for follow up. Core subject 11 pgs samples
69.   Benefit letters—their role.                       Elective        09 pgs           samples
70.   Benefit letters—samples.  Core subject 09 pgs samples
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Power letters—@ $60K—$100K+
71. The 10 major letter writing mistakes. Core subject 10 pgs 03.55
72. Powerful letters produce calls.  Core subject 10 pgs 09.25 
73. Sample letters for employers.  Core subject 13 pgs samples 
74. Sample letters for networking. Core subject 14 pgs samples 
75. Sample letters for openings. Core subject 15 pgs samples 
76. Sample letters for references. Core subject 10 pgs elective 
77. Sample letters for follow up. Core subject 11 pgs samples
78.  Benefit letters—their role.                Elective             09 pgs    samples
79.   Benefit letters—samples.  Core subject 09 pgs samples
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6—Lifting interviewing skills
80. The 10 major interviewing mistakes. Core subject 11 pgs 03.20
81. Turning interviews into offers —basics. Core subject 10 pgs 13.56
82. Interview questions to expect. Core subject 10 pgs listings 
83. How to build maximum chemistry. Core subject 10 pgs 07.12w
84. Projecting the right image. Core subject 08 pgs 06.39
85. How to handle any objections. Core subject  08 pgs 05.41
86. Selling your personality to employers. Core subject 08 pgs text & listing 
87. Reading an interviewers’ personality. Electivet 08 pgs 10.01
88. Using references to win jobs. Core subject 10 pgs 12.72
89. A step-by-step negotiating system. Core subject 10 pgs 08.17
90. Factors you might negotiate. Core subject  08 pgs listings 
91. Winning body language. Core subject 07 pgs 02.59
92. Be great at video interviews. Core subject 07 pgs 03.02
93. Checking out your next employer. Core subject 08 pgs 02.49
94.  Selling leadership qualities.        Elective 09 pgs 02.55
95.  Developing charisma.  Elective 08 pgs  02.44
95.  Getting comfortable with executives.                          Elective 07 pgs  03.48
97.  Sizing up people—what to expect. Elective 09 pgs  02.41
98.  Raising your likability.   Elective 08 pgs  03.81

Other concepts that may help
  99.  Surpassing superstars. Elective 07 pgs 03.34 
100.  If a search starts slowly. Elective 09 pgs checklist 
101  How to fix a search that is not working. Elective 18 pgs checklist 
102.  Job hunting assistance services. Elective 10 pgs 11.46
103.  Time for your own business? Elective 16 pgs 12.46
104.  The first 90 days in your new job.  Elective 11 pgs 12.29
105.  Early retirement—personal checklist. Elective 12 pgs checklist 
106.  Early retirement—financial checklist. Elective 11 pgs checklist 
107.  How to handle bad references. Elective 08 pgs 04.02
108.  Part time jobs while in your search. Elective 09 pgs directory
109.  Job hunting in a recession.                Elective        07 pgs    04.52 
110.  Job hunting long distance.                Elective        08 pgs    04.02
111.  Finding jobs by selling consulting.    Elective        09 pgs    03.09
112.  Searching with secrecy.    Elective        08 pgs    02.58
113.  Job hunting—getting creative.    Elective        10 pgs    03.50
114.  Super women—their qualities.    Elective        08 pgs    03.42
115.  Lifting your self esteem.    Elective        09 pgs    04.01
116   When your new job is a mistake.    Elective        06 pgs    03.02
117.  Working from home jobs—pluses & minuses   Elective        08 pgs    04.00

Report 
length

Audio 
time
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n Built my confidence and gave me a step-by-step path. 

n Made it much easier to relocate.

n Joined a firm in a much faster growing industry.

n Get many more interviews and converted several offers.

n Got a job with more challenge and satisfaction.

 Most people change jobs on the average of once every 4 years,  
and people average 12 changes over the course of a career.

Common benefits people report.
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Major financial rewards.

n Saving time and money. A benefit that many people tell us.

n Savings from tax deductibility. This makes the real expense less. 

n Getting higher offers. Running a professional job search can open new doors.

n Negotiating more income. Many use our scripts to get offers raised by 10% to 20%.

n Greater future opportunity. Long term rewards can be very important.

 Investing in yourself. Austin Kiplinger, the publisher of The Kiplinger Magazine, 
once said, “Look at your career as your primary investment. Keep your earning 
power at its highest level. The money you spend doing this will return more to 
you than any other investment. You are your own best investment!” 

The New Science of Job Hunting Course  
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Our guarantee.

If you look through our New Science of Job Hunting Course... and 
you don’t feel our ideas will greatly benefit you, just notify us within 
10 days and we will cancel your subscription and immediately 
refund any charges made to us. The BBB of greater Denver has 
been reporting on us for 22 years and has given us an A+ rating.

The New Science of Job Hunting Course 
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Few things in life are more important  
than winning the right job. 
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The New Science of Job Hunting Course 

We’d like to share some comments from people who used our new 
science of job hunting at various stages during development. These few 
comments are typical of many we receive. Over 98% are favorable.

“It was humbling there was so much to know.” VP Sales
“My confidence soared reviewing your ideas.” Photographer
“You tell people how to do it.” Program Manager
“Just received my MBA. A great help.” Researcher
“Is there anyone who would not do better?” Finance Director

“A light bulb went off.” Computer Science Major
“Bottom line is your system works.” Chemical Engineer
“Finally, I was ready for job hunting.” Operations Dir.
“Overall, a very positive career experience.” Trainer
“Have salvaged my career.” Financial Analyst

“A rare life-changing experience.” VP/Engineering
“What I got is beyond what I can say.” Executive VP
“My resumes were 10x better.” Account Executive
“My wife says you saved my career. ” Cost Accountant
“You make job hunting a different ball game.” Coach

“Gives a great advantage.” Attorney
“Clearly the way to go for recent MBAs.” Analyst
“Took the stress and mystery out of job hunting.” Acct Exec.
“Invaluable for almost anyone ” Cost Accountant
“Made job hunting a step-by-step journey.” COO
 

What people say.
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About us. 

Career Pace is a group of experienced professionals whose focus is on producing 
the finest job hunting course in the world. The author is Bob Gerberg, a leading 
authority on job hunting, who has authored dozens of audios, videos and books 
including $100,000 and Above,The Personal Marketing Program, 15 New Rules for 
Job Hunting Success, TAPIT, The Professional Job Changing System and others.

Courses and private services he created were sponsored as part of outplace-
ment by many firms including Wells Fargo, Warner Lambert, Exxon, Citicorp, 
Kellogg, Novartis and others. In total, over $700 million of his publications and ser-
vices have been sold worldwide by firms with whom he has licensed or partnered.

 Bob was a U.S. Air Force officer, and worked in marketing with Honeywell, Pep-
siCo and a major food chain... becoming a VP Marketing Services. He has a BA 
from Colgate University, a year of Air Force studies, an MBA from the University of 
Pittsburgh and studies at MIT, sponsored by PepsiCo.

 In creating support material for our course, he was assisted by his many part-
ners. Working together, over time they have privately managed the job campaigns 
of 100,000 professionals and executives.

The New Science of Job Hunting Course 
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World’s finest and most advanced job hunting course.
Anyone looking for a job should never be without this remarkable course.

CareerPace
5500 Greenwood Plaza Blvd., Ste. 130
Greenwood Village, CO 80111
www.careerpace.com
Tel. 1-877-576-9997 call for Tom Prescott  
or email publisher@careerpace.com

The New Science of Job Hunting Course


